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The Death Penalty 
in Puerto Rico
LUIS RAÚL CÁMARA-FUERTES, JOSÉ JAVIER COLÓN-MORERA, 
AND HÉCTOR M. MARTÍNEZ-RAMÍREZ

Despite the high crime rates, opposition to the death
penalty in Puerto Rico is strong. Using logit and OLS
equations, we investigate the demographic, media, and
ideological factors that may influence public opinion
on capital punishment. We find that opposition to the
death penalty is widespread throughout the different
socioeconomic groups in Puerto Rican society.
Gender, religion, and status preference are found to be
the main influences on support or opposition to capital
punishment. We conclude with a discussion of the
implications of this research on Federal attempts to
impose the death penalty in the island. [Keywords:
Death penalty, Capital punishment, Opposition and
support to, Marshall hypothesis, Puerto Rico]
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Despite this situation, beyond simple descriptions of the extent of the public’s mood
on this issue, no one has studied how widespread opposition to, or support for, capital
punishment is throughout the different segments of Puerto Rican society, or the
factors that may influence this opinion.1 The purpose of this article is to begin to fill
that void by studying the impact that demographic and political variables may have on
the support for or opposition to the death penalty in Puerto Rico. In the process we
will also test the Marshall hypothesis and integrative complexity theory, both of which
have been used in the United States to study this subject. As will be seen, this work has
implications beyond the question of the distribution of support for or opposition to
capital punishment in Puerto Rico, raising significant questions as to the fairness and
validity of the imposition of such punishment by federal authorities on the island. 

Data and methods
We will use two sets of equations to accomplish our goal. In the first we will measure
the variables that influence who favors or opposes the death penalty in Puerto Rico.
Since the dependent variable is dichotomous, we will use a logit equation that
measures the direction of the opinion, but not the intensity. A second set of
equations will measure the effect of the independent variables on intensity: one to
measure the intensity of the level of opposition, and one to measure the intensity of
support for the death penalty. These equations will be two OLS regressions, since the
dependent variable is ordinal.

Equations are used because they allow us to sort the effects of each independent
variable while holding all others constant. They also allow us to disentangle the
effects of different independent variables, thus avoiding the pitfall of spurious third
variable effects.

The data for this study are drawn from a probability sample of residents with
listed phone numbers from the island’s Eastern, Metro, and Northern areas.2

Consequently, the sample is not representative of all residents of Puerto Rico, and
cannot be used to determine the total percentage of the residents of Puerto Rico
who favor or oppose capital punishment. Being a random sample that covers a wide
segment of the population, however, it is well suited to study the effects of
independent variables on the opinions on this topic. Thus, the purpose of this study
is not to determine the extent of the opinions on capital punishment, but rather,
which factors influence this opinion. In all, 539 people were interviewed during the
month of January 2000. The response rate was about 90 percent.

The dependent variable, that is, the opinion on capital punishment, was measured
in two different ways. The first variable, which measures the direction of support or
opposition, reads: “Currently there is a debate in Puerto Rico on the issue of the
death penalty. Some people favor the death penalty while others oppose it. Which is
your opinion, do you favor or oppose the death penalty?” Respondents could answer
that they favored it or opposed it.3 A second follow-up question read: “Which of the
following alternatives would you say best describes your position on the death penalty?
Would you say that you are very much in favor, in favor, slightly in favor, slightly
against, against, or very much against the death penalty?” Although it was not read to
them, respondents could also answer “it depends” or “I don’t know.”4 From this follow-
up question we derived two dependent variables that measured the intensity of
support or opposition to capital punishment. 

The distribution of the preferences on capital punishment found in this study 
is similar to other surveys carried out in Puerto Rico.5 Of those who gave a valid
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The issue of the death penalty poses an unusual puzzle in Puerto
Rico. Puerto Rico is one of the jurisdictions of the United States with the highest
levels of violent crime. In 1999, the year closest to the survey used in this study,
Puerto Rico had a crime rate of 14.6 murders per 100,000 citizens. Except for the
District of Columbia, no other state has had such a high rate (Federal Bureau of
Investigation 2000). Public support in the United States for the death penalty is
high, and the death penalty is applicable to a variety of crimes. Although it is an
autonomous territory, Puerto Rico is under the direct jurisdiction of the federal
government. Because they are U.S. citizens, Puerto Ricans travel to the mainland
freely and often. Most have close family members living in one of the fifty U.S. states,
thus keeping them in contact with the United States and its culture. Furthermore,
the island has legal and political institutions and practices that are very similar to
those on the mainland. This is no coincidence, as many of them were either imposed
by the United States or copied later by the Puerto Rican elite.

In spite of this close relationship, newspaper and private polls conducted in Puerto
Rico show that about two of every three residents oppose capital punishment.
Furthermore, virtually all legislators in the 2001 Legislative Assembly oppose it as
well (Cámara-Fuertes, Colón-Morera and Alejandro 2001). Even though capital
punishment was outlawed on the island in 1929, and the 1952 Constitution declares
that “the death penalty shall not exist in Puerto Rico,” the specter of the imposition
of the death penalty in Puerto Rico rose again in June of 2003 when federal
prosecutors in Puerto Rico requested this punishment for two Puerto Ricans.
Despite the eventual acquittal of the accused, federal prosecutors are again
considering asking for it in other cases. The case just mentioned created an outcry,
from the political elite to everyday citizens, against this federal intervention.
Governor Sila Calderón (2001–2004) stated that she was “totally and absolutely
against the death penalty because of ethical and moral reasons” (Liptack 2003). 

[ 148 ]
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answer (eliminating the “I don’t know” and “it depends” answers), 73 percent stated
that they opposed this punishment, while 27 percent favored it. Table 1 displays the
intensity of opinion on this issue. It shows that support tends to concentrate on
the weaker side, as 16 percent of the sample favored the death penalty “somewhat,”

8.2 favored it, and only 2.5 percent
“strongly” favored it. Opposition tends to
concentrate in the middle category. 

We turn now to the question: Given the
prevalence of opposition to capital
punishment in Puerto Rico, are the
different social groups equal in their
opposition or support? The fewer the
statistically significant coefficients in 
the equation, the more generalized the
opposition to or support for capital
punishment is. If all social groups held
similar views on this matter, no

independent variable would be statistically significant. Secondly, we will try to
explain why some citizens advocate for capital punishment and others do not. 
In the same vein, we will try to understand the variables that affect intensity of
belief.6 To achieve this, we will use as a guide the integrative complexity theory. 

Before we proceed, we must stress that this effort will be an initial exercise only.
The dataset from which this research flows was not originally intended to be the source
for an academic work. As a consequence, our dataset did not contain all the relevant
variables that we would have liked to include. In fact, we used all of its variables in this
investigation. With this cautionary note, we can proceed with the analysis.

Independent variables
Three types of independent variables are considered here: demographic, ideological,
and media exposure. The demographic variables taken into account are age, gender,
education, income, geography, and religion. The ideological variable refers to
preference regarding the political future of Puerto Rico, and media exposure refers
to newspaper-reading habits. 

DEMOGRAPHICS

Demographics are important as they segment the population into groups. Individuals
in these groups have different levels of resources and distinct collective and particular
experiences. Some, such as gender, are not made by choice. These lead to experiences
that influence the way people perceive the world. For example, men and women tend
to be socialized differently and often face different sets of experiences in their daily
lives. Other variables, like religion, are more a matter of choice, at least in adult life.
These choices in turn affect other opinions such as capital punishment. At the same
time, different social groups face different objective experiences in their lives. 
The rich and the poor, for example, face different material incentives and are allowed
different choices every day. We now turn to the possible theoretical relationships that
demographic variables can have on opinions regarding capital punishment.

The level of education may affect opinion on capital punishment in several
ways. First, education can influence an individual position either directly or
indirectly. In general, higher levels of education have been linked to opposition to

the death penalty (Kelley and Braithwaite 1990; Keil, Vito and Andreescu 1999;
Sotirovic 2001). The relationship also applies to sentencing as such (see Gerber
and Engelhardt-Greer 1996). The late U.S. Supreme Court judge Thurgood
Marshall stated that if people were well informed about capital punishment,
support for it would decrease. This has been labeled the “Marshall hypothesis.”
The literature is mixed on the results and the methodological quality of such
studies (Sarat and Vidmar 1976; Bohm 1989; Bohm and Aveni 1991; Sandys 1995;
Lambert and Clarke 2001). For a critical review of this literature see Ellsworth
and Gross (1997), and especially Bohm (1998). 

Educational attainment can also be an influencing factor because the more
educated generally have stronger, more consistent opinions and a fixed
framework within which to deal and absorb social facts (Zaller 1992). Education
might also influence opinion on capital punishment through ideological
positioning. It is well known in the social sciences that as the individual is
exposed to more education, the likelihood of adopting a liberal position increases
(Weil 1985; Dalton 1996). This is particularly the case with highly educated
professionals (Brint 1985; Brooks and Manza 1997; and Brint 1984 for a review).
There is ample evidence that ideology is one of the main factors influencing
support for or opposition to the death penalty (which will be discussed in detail
in the section on ideology of this paper). For these reasons we expect that
education will be associated with opposition to capital punishment. 

Income is important because it separates society into social groups with
different experiences. The wealthy have more resources at their disposal, enabling
them to deal with everyday problems, and envisage them differently from the
economically disadvantaged. For example, although it affects both the wealthy
and the poor, criminal behavior is felt in distinct ways (Keil and Vito 1991). For
the poor, criminal activity might be a more common day-to-day phenomenon in
the inner-city context, where crime is more prevalent. Among the wealthy, who
generally live in the suburbs, crime is a problem of violence and of protecting
property and privileges. As a reflection of this, U.S. states with the highest levels
of economic inequality have harsher death-penalty laws than those with more
evenly distributed economic groups (Jacobs and Carmichael 2002).

Not only is the problem of crime defined differently in various economic
groups, but so are the resources to deal with it and its consequences. This is
especially clear in the justice system, where those with means can hire a good
attorney or team of legal experts, or might have the right connections to avoid
being prosecuted in the first place. Many of those without resources are
confronted with overloaded, sometimes apathetic lawyers, and are often forced 
to plea bargain and renounce the full protection of the Constitution.7

Thus, in general, the wealthy are expected to support the death penalty in 
higher proportions because they may feel threatened by violent crime and
because offenders might be from lower economic social strata.

[ 151 ][ 150 ]

INTENSITY

Strongly in favor

In favor

A little in favor

A little against

Against

Strongly against

% DISTRIBUTION

2.5

8.2

16.0

8.8

36.6

27.8

INTENSITY % DISTRIBUTION

INTESITY OF OPINIONS
ON CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Table 1

“Many of those without resources are confronted with

overloaded, sometimes apathetic lawyers, and are

often forced to plea bargain and renounce the full

protection of the Constitution. ”
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the stand of the institutional Catholic Church in the United States, which for over
three decades has kept a well-defined position against it. This is also the case in
Puerto Rico, where the Catholic Church is strongly and officially against the death
penalty (Conferencia Episcopal Puertorriqueña 2001). 

Among religious groups in Puerto Rico, Pentecostals are usually regarded as the
most conservative. Following the findings of research carried out in the United States,
we expect Puerto Rican Pentecostals to show greater support for capital punishment. 

Finally, we wanted to include a measure for those who live in cities, because it 
is in the urban context where most of the violent crimes are being committed.
Although violent crime seems to have been infiltrating rural areas also in the 
past few years, we expect those who live in urban areas to be more wary of violent
crime. In the United States, city dwellers tend to favor the death penalty more
often when compared with rural dwellers (Nice 1992; Taylor, Scheppele and
Stinchcombe 1979), although the same is not true in the case of Australia 
(see Kelley and Braithwaite 1990).

IDEOLOGY

A substantial amount of research has linked ideology to the support for or
opposition to the death penalty. Liberals tend to oppose it, while conservatives
tend to support it (Tyler and Weber 1982; Bohm, Flanagan and Harris 1990; Bohm.
Clark and Aveni 1991; Lester 1998; Stack 2000; and with aggregate data, Nice 1992;
Jacobs and Carmichael 2002). Although our questionnaire did not include a
measure of liberal-conservative ideology, it did contain a measure of support for 
a status alternative. The so-called “status issue” is the main ideological cleavage in
Puerto Rico, not the liberal-conservative or left-right continuums as in other
countries (Cámara-Fuertes 2004). What this means is that politics and political
parties revolve around the relationship that Puerto Rico has, or should have, 
with the United States (Anderson 1988). There are three main status alternatives:
becoming a U.S. state, becoming an independent country, or continuing the
current Commonwealth status.8

In Puerto Rico, some political analysts argue that support for Statehood is a
“conservative” or “right-wing” ideology, and support for independence a liberal or
leftist ideology. Support for Commonwealth is somewhere in the middle. There is
some tentative evidence that among legislators this is true with respect to their 
self-placement on the liberal-conservative, and right-left seven-point scale 
(Cámara-Fuertes and Colón-Morera 2002). The real impact these self-placements
actually have is still unresolved, but we hypothesize that support for or opposition
to capital punishment might follow these lines. Unfortunately, there are no
comparable data for the general public. The main crux of these ideologies is not
economic or social liberalism or conservatism, however, just the ideal relationship
that Puerto Rico should have with the United States. Perhaps more important,
since capital punishment in the United States is legal in the federal jurisdiction 
and in most states, one would expect supporters of statehood to favor it in 
greater proportion than supporters of Commonwealth or independence.

Furthermore, the Marshall hypothesis leads us to expect that those without 
a clear status choice will in general have higher levels of support for the death
penalty. This follows from the assumption that those without a clear status
preference will have less general information and interest about social and
political issues (thus their lack of status choice). 
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With regard to issues like the death penalty, gender is associated with different
visions of issues, including crime and punishment. In the United States the so-called
gender gap refers to how men and women perceive and rank important issues 
(Gilens 1988). There is ample evidence that men tend to favor the death penalty 
more than women do (Bohm, Flanagan and Harris 1990; Kelley and Braithwaite
1990; Bohm and Aveni 1991; Grasmick and Cochran 1993; Aguirre and Baker 1993;
Durham and Preston 1996; Lester 1998). 

hese gender differences do not come from biology but from distinct
socialization patterns. Women are traditionally socialized into different
roles from those of men. The so-called feminine roles involve nurturing
and caring, while men are socialized into protecting and providing. 

In electoral politics, for example, this leads men to emphasize “hard issues” such as
support of the military and police activity. On the other hand, women tend to favor
so-called “soft issues” such as education, welfare, and health. Thus, in terms of crime
and punishment, men tend to prefer options that involve the use of force and harsher
penalties (Smith 1984).

Traditionally, youth is associated with liberal ideas. As people age, they turn
more conservative. Some of this change comes about as people adopt new roles 
in life. College students, for example, experience a change of role when they 
enter the job-market full time. Further changes come about with the new
responsibilities of marriage and parenting (Steckenrider and Cutler 1989). 
Since liberal ideology is strongly associated with opposition to capital
punishment in the United States, one would expect youth to be associated 
with it. Although such a relationship has been found in the United States and 
in other countries, there is also convincing evidence that increasing age is not
followed by more conservative attitudes towards crime or the death penalty
(Danigelis and Cutler 1991; Keil, Vito and Andreescu 1999). 

In the United States, religion has been associated with support for capital
punishment. In particular, Christian fundamentalists tend to show elevated support 
for this option. The majority of them are evangelical/fundamentalist Protestants who
believe in the literal truth of the Bible and in the inherent sinfulness of human nature.
They view behavior as a reflection of either good or bad character as expressed in the
Bible. This leads them to put less emphasis on the social or environmental factors that
may lead to crime, thus placing the blame squarely on the individual. Such logic in turn
leads to a preference for stronger punishment and retribution as the goal of punishment
(Grasmick et al. 1992). This, of course, leads to stronger support for capital punishment
in adults and juveniles when the fundamentalists are compared to other Protestant or
Catholic groups (Grasmick and Cochran 1993). Likewise, evangelical/fundamentalist
Protestants show greater support for capital punishment and for corporal punishment 
in schools (Ellison and Sherkat 1993). Also, judges with affiliation to fundamentalist
churches do sentence more punitively than others (Myers 1988).

In addition, evangelical and fundamentalist Protestants consistently assume
conservative positions regarding values, morality, social issues, and religious tradition. 
In the early twentieth century, members of historic Protestant denominations
constituted the core of Christian fundamentalism in the United States. Since then,
Pentecostals have become identified with fundamentalist and conservative 
theology and doctrine. 

Regarding American Catholics, they are markedly more liberal than conservative
Protestants on the death penalty issue (Bendyna et al. 2001). This is consistent with
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this rather unusual dummy for two reasons. First, to make sure that the
comparison base, supporters of Commonwealth and independence, was not
mixed with respondents of unknown preferences. Second, we could have
eliminated them as missing data, as is the standard practice, but since they
comprised about 12 percent of the sample we decided not to eliminate such a 
high proportion of respondents. This means that even though it is a variable in
the equation, it has no substantive value as such. Newspaper readership was
measured using two dummies, one for readers of El Vocero, and one for those 
who did not read any newspaper. This means that the base of comparison is the
readers of mainstream newspapers. In all equations, all variables were constrained
from 0 through 1. In the case of the logit equation, it allowed us to calculate 
the total impact of the independent variables. In the case of the regression, 
the dependent variables were also constrained from 0 through 1. This allowed 
us to interpret the coefficient of the independent variables as the total impact 
or “movement” they “caused” in the dependent variable. 

Table 2 displays the results of the logit equation. We can see that four variables
were statistically significant: gender, religious preference, religious intensity, and
support for statehood. All other variables held equal, women were 7 percent less
likely to support the death penalty than men. Contrary to all the evidence in the
United States, Pentecostals were 11 percent less likely to support capital punishment
than all other religious groups (even while controlling for all other variables). 

[ 155 ]

MEDIA EXPOSURE

Media exposure is an important variable because it measures the impact of external
factors, often of a political nature. Media can influence opinions on this topic
through saturation. Exposure to information can increase their relevance in the mind
of the receiver. Thus mass media can become an agenda setter. The literature has
identified agenda setting as one of the most powerful effects of the mass media
(Iyengar, Peters and Kinder 1982). 

At the time when this survey was carried out, the newspaper El Vocero was well
known for its sensationalism and crime stories. In almost every issue, the front-page
news was on crime, usually murders, and usually paired with a graphic picture of the
victim and headlines in bright red. Although by the time of our survey, most of the
gruesome pictures were gone (the newspaper had begun a gradual transformation
into a more “respectable” format), the crime-related headlines in red still survived.
Thus we would expect readers of this newspaper to perceive crime as a more pressing
problem than readers of more conventional newspapers. Some studies show that
those who tend to perceive crime as a threat and feel unsafe in their neighborhood
tend to favor harsher penalties for criminals, including the death penalty, but others
found a weak or nonexistent relationship (Keil, Vito and Andreescu 1999; Sotirovic
2001; Gerber and Engelhardt-Greer 1996; Taylor, Sheppele and Stinchombe 1979. 
For an analysis of the literature on this issue, see Ellsworth and Gross 1997). 
In addition, emphasis on crime stories influences opinions about crime and
punishment. In the U.S., frequent TV viewing of crime news is associated with 
crime policies and support for capital punishment (Gerber and Engelhardt-Greer
1996). In the case of whites, it is associated with favoring more punitive crime
policies, while the reverse is true for blacks (Gilliam and Iyengar 2000).

Based on this, we hypothesize that avid readers of El Vocero favor the death penalty
in a larger proportion than readers of other newspapers. The daily saturation of
crime news and the sensationalism in the crime stories that this newspaper provided
may have influenced its readers’ opinions on the death penalty. We also included 
a variable to identify those who do not read newspapers. Based on the Marshall
Hypothesis, we expect them to be more in favor on this issue than those who 
read mainstream newspapers. The media exposure variable was constructed by
asking respondents which of the following newspapers they read most often
(multiple choices were allowed): El Nuevo Día, The San Juan Star (in English or
Spanish), El Vocero, El Mundo, others or none. Those who chose El Vocero or 
“None” were compared with everyone else.

Results
To study the effects of the different independent variables upon the support 
for or opposition to the death penalty we used a logit equation. These equations
are used when the dependent variable is dichotomous. There are nine main
independent variables in the equation: education, income, age,9 gender,
geography, religion, status preference, and newspaper readership (reading El
Vocero and not reading newspapers). We measured religion in two ways. First we
compared Pentecostals to the rest of the sample.10 We also measured the intensity
of religious affiliation.11 Geography was measured with a dummy for those who
lived in the city.12 Status preference was measured using three dummy variables:
one for those who supported statehood, one for those who did not have a clear
status choice, and one for those who refused to answer the question. We included
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N E W S PA P E R R E A D E R S H I P

I D E O LO G Y

D E M O G R A P H I C S

a This variable has no substantive meaning. See text. Negative signs mean opposition to the

death penalty. * p<.09; ** p<.015; *** p<.001.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE COEFFICIENT % IMPACT

LOGIT EQUATION
SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION TO THE DEATH PENALTY

Women
Education
Age
Income
Pentecostals
Church Attendance
City Dweller

Statehood
Undecided
No answera

El Vocero
None
Constant

Chi Square
Sig. Chi Square
Cox & Snell R2

-.4078*
.1064

-.1885
-.5764
-.6649*
-.8927**

.1002

.8279***
.0433
.3489

.2871
-.4832
-.4395

39.889
.000
.084

-7 %

-11 %
-16 %

16 %

Table 2
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structurally simple are expected to be more categorical. The more
complex the attitude, however, the broader the range of information 
that is perceived as relevant. The potential for inclusion of discrepant 
or dissonant units of information is thus higher, presumably resulting 
in a less categorical, less extreme attitude (1987: 450).

These relationships can be found from the ideologies of politicians to the intensity
of death penalty opinion (Tetlock 1984; de Vries and Walker 1987).

Education and media exposure are the most important predictors of complexity
(Sotirovoc 2001). People with higher educational levels usually have been exposed 
to more diverse viewpoints on different issues, or are more inclined to look for this
information. Along the same lines, exposure to more complex media sources 
(those that present a variety of viewpoints) leads to more complex multidimensional
thinking. Based on this, we would expect that those with higher levels of formal
education would exhibit less extreme opinions on the death penalty, while those 
who do not read newspapers would show more extreme preferences. In a similar
vein, we hypothesize that those with no status preference are in part a reflection 
of political apathy and thus are low-level consumers of information.

Table 3 shows some support for the intensity of support regression.13 The variable
“no newspaper readership” was statistically significant and substantively related to
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Also, those who went to church more than once a week were 16 percent less likely to
support the death penalty than those who never went because they had no religious
affiliation. It is important to note that while Pentecostals are assiduous churchgoers,
it was not because of this that they oppose this punishment, since that other variable
was being held constant. It is their religious preference that separates them from the
rest. Finally, ideology played a role in influencing opinion on this issue. All other
variables held equal, supporters of statehood were 16 percent more likely to support
capital punishment when compared with supporters of Commonwealth and
independence. Aside from religion, political preference, and gender, no other variable
was related to capital punishment, which shows an evenly distributed rejection
among almost all social groups.

Intensity of opinions on capital punishment
Having seen the variables that affect whether someone supports or opposes capital
punishment, we now look at the intensity of such preference. Since some variables
can be associated with both strong opinions in favor or against, and weak opinions 
in favor or against the death penalty, we separated them into two distinct regressions.
Each measured the strength of the support for each of the two alternatives. 
The intensity of support for the death penalty dependent variable was coded as 
a three-point variable from those who said that they were “very much in favor,” 
“in favor,” and “somewhat in favor” on the death penalty. The same coding scheme
was adopted for the intensity of opposition variable. Both variables were constrained
between 0 and 1 (0, .5, 1) in order to interpret the coefficients of the independent
variables as the total impact on the dependent variables. In this section we will also
explore if the integrative complexity theory helps us to understand how respondents
position themselves on the intensity scales. 

Integrative complexity theory refers to the complexity and variety of information
that a person has on a specific issue and how these are integrated into cohesive
thought (Shroder, Driver and Streufert 1967; de Vries and Walker 1987; Sotirovic 2001).
A more complex viewpoint on issues has more dimensions. This means that a person
who knows different and often conflicting arguments on an issue knows how to
integrate them into coherent thoughts. As a result, individuals with more integrative
complex thinking tend to have more moderate positions on issues (Tetlock, Peterson
and Berry 1993). Those with less complex thinking tend to see issues in a more
unidimensional way, or to put it another way, they tend to see the issues in black or
white with no shades of gray. As a consequence, they tend to have more extreme views
on issues. De Vries and Walker describe the process of opinion formation:

Cognitive structural processes, however, should strongly affect the way 
in which content is assimilated, organized and expressed. That is,
attitudes are formed as a consequence of the differentiation and
integration of dimensions of, and perspectives on, information relevant 
to a particular domain. With this complexity framework, then,
conceptually simple attitudes are assumed to be based on a narrow 
range of highly salient information. Information that does not fit, or is
discrepant with, the existing attitude is only minimally perceived and
utilized or readily discounted and discarded. Hence attitudes that are
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N E W S PA P E R R E A D E R S H I P

I D E O LO G Y

D E M O G R A P H I C S

a This variable has no substantive meaning. See text. All coefficients are unstandardized.

Negative signs mean lower levels of intensity. * p<.08; ** p<.01.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES INTENSITY OF SUPPORT INTENSITY OF OPPOSITION

REGRESSION EQUATIONS
INTENSITY OF SUPPORT OF OPPOSTION TO THE DEATH PENALTY

Women
Education
Age
Income
Pentecostals
Church Attendance
City Dweller

Statehood
Undecided
No answera

El Vocero
None
Constant

R2

F
Sig F

-0.06
0.11

-0.01
0.03
0.16

-0.17*
0.02

0.05
0.23
-0.05

-0.07
0.24*
0.21

0.18
1.90
0.042

0.01
0.01
0.09
0.06
0.02
0.11*
-0.01

-0.11**
-0.10
-0.08

0.02
0.08
0.51

0.06
1.75

0.057

Table 3
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the intensity of support for capital punishment. Everything else being equal, reading
no newspapers had an impact of .24 points on the dependent variable (restrained
between 0 and 1). 

Other variables were associated with intensity of opinion, most notably religion.
Church attendance was negatively related to intensity: as respondents went more
often to church, they were less intense in their support. Those who attended church
most often were .17 points closer to the weakest end of intensity of support for
capital punishment (coded 0 through 1) than those who attended church the least.
This variable was also associated with the intensity of opposition. In this case the
association was positive, with those who went to church most often being .11 points
closer to the most anti-death penalty position than those who went to church the
least. Finally, support for statehood (versus support for the Commonwealth and
independence) was negatively associated with intensity of opposition to the death
penalty (.11 point impact). This means that supporters of statehood opposed the
death penalty with less enthusiasm than supporters of the other status formulas.

The R-squared measures indicate that the independent variables used here explained 
a small percentage of the overall variation in the dependent variables. The variables in
the pro-death penalty equation explained 18 percent of the variation in the intensity of
support for this punishment, while the variables in the opposition to capital punishment
equation explained 6 percent. These low R-squared values can be interpreted in two
ways. One is that the opinions toward capital punishment are evenly distributed
throughout Puerto Rican society. Low R-squared numbers mean that the variables in 
the equation do not influence the variation on the dependent variables very well.
Another possible explanation is that there are other variables, not included in the
equation, that might explain better the intensity of support or opposition to capital
punishment. The data here cannot provide us with a definitive answer. This finding
should serve as an incentive to carry out further studies on this subject.

Conclusions and implications
The equations show that in general,
opposition to the death penalty is
widespread in virtually all segments
of Puerto Rican society. Except for
religion and gender, no other
demographic variable was
significantly related to opinion on
capital punishment.14 This means
that respondents of different
income, age, and education groups had similar levels of opposition. In the case 
of gender, given that we controlled for a host of other variables, it appears that
differences in gender socialization are at work in influencing men and women’s
opinions on capital punishment. Although this conclusion is tentative, it is suggested
by the fact that these gender differences in opinions on capital punishment cannot 
be accounted for by differences between men and women in age, education, income,
ideology, religiosity, or information exposure. 

In terms of the variables associated with higher levels of integrative complexity,
the data somewhat supported their relation to intensity of opinion. Lack of
newspaper reading, as expected, was associated with more extreme support.
However, neither education nor lack of status choice was associated with the
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intensity of opinions on either side of the debate. Religion and status preference
were also related to the intensity of opinions. Nevertheless, these variables did not
explain much of the variance of the two dependent variables, as shown by the low 
R-squared measures. 

The implications of this research are clear. In general, and with the exception 
of religion, gender, and support for statehood, there were no important differences
between social or geographic groups. Most importantly, the two variables most often
used to divide the population into social strata, education, and income were not
significant in any of the equations. These conclusions give us a glance at why Puerto
Ricans think the way they do about capital punishment.

irst, they cast doubt on the popular belief that the reason why support 
for capital punishment in Puerto Rico is so low, as compared to the United
States, is economic. Since Puerto Rico is significantly poorer than any of 
the U.S. states, the argument goes, Puerto Ricans oppose this punishment

because it disproportionately affects that economic group. If this “poverty”
hypothesis were true, then the income variable would have been significant in at
least one of the three equations. Instead, income is not statistically significant in 
any of them. It does not predict either the direction or the intensity of the opinion.

Second, religion is the strongest and most consistent variable influencing our
dependent variable. As church attendance increased, so did opposition to capital
punishment. Such findings suggest that in Puerto Rico most Christian churches
profess opposition to this punishment and preach it to their followers, and that these
followers have taken the message to heart. This is perhaps not surprising given that
in the U.S., the strength of religious affiliation (measured in part by church
attendance) is also negatively associated with support for capital punishment 
(Britt 1998). The same is true for Australia (see Kelley and Braithwhite 1990). 
In addition, Pentecostals were more opposed than all other respondents. 

Part of the answer to this puzzle may also be found by looking at U.S.
fundamentalists. Britt (1998) has found that race is a strong intervening factor in the
impact of religion in the United States. While “white fundamentalists” was the group
most in favor of capital punishment (when compared to “moderate” and “liberal”
Protestants, Catholics, and seculars), black fundamentalists were the strongest
opponents. This occurred even though both fundamentalist groups had similar
theological ideology. While our study does not include the race variable, it may be 
an issue of culture and of how the particular cultural or historical contexts influence
opinions on issues, beyond religious doctrine or through it. In the case of Britt’s
study, the effect of race comes through the different experiences that being white 
or black entails. This would make sense in light of Puerto Rican’s historic opposition
to this punishment. Capital punishment has been outlawed for several generations,
since 1929. Consistently throughout the decades, elites, preachers, and the leadership
of a wide variety of civic organizations have opposed it. 

The case of the impact of religion is buttressed by another piece of information.
Support for capital punishment tends to be based not on its effectiveness in
deterring crime but on emotional considerations. Individuals favor or oppose the
death penalty because they think that killing is wrong, either on the part of the
criminal or on the part of officialdom (Ellsworth and Gross 1997). 

Third, and in a similar vein, a probable explanation for the uniform opposition to the
death penalty in Puerto Rico is precisely the phenomenon of elite-driven opinion.
When capital punishment was abolished in many industrialized democracies, it was done

“The equations show that in

general, opposition to the

death penalty is widespread

in virtually all segments of

Puerto Rican society. ”
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penalty case on the island have to be competent in that language. The problem is 
that the main language spoken in Puerto Rico is Spanish, and only a minority of the
population is bilingual. Here data point to a worrying trend. As Table 4 clearly shows,
except for the category of those who speak no English at all, as proficiency of English
increases so does the support for this punishment. Even by looking at only both ends 
of the spectrum, those who were completely proficient in English were more supportive
than those who spoke no English at all. This creates doubts about the fairness of a trial
with this possible penalty in federal court. Although up to date no one has been given 
the ultimate punishment, these data reflect the fact that a bias in favor of capital
punishment exists among English-speaking juries. Such bias would challenge the 
fairness of a death penalty conviction, especially since an English-speaking jury would 
be drawn from a small sector of society, and thus would not constitute a jury of peers.
Compounding this, federal juries in capital punishment cases have to be able to choose
this option, thus eliminating those that oppose it. Thus, defendants in capital
punishments in Puerto Rico face a jury that is doubly stacked against them: 
jury members must not be opponents of capital punishment, and since they are 
English speakers, they are predisposed to favor this type of punishment.

This issue of fairness and capital punishment on the island deserves further study
by Puerto Rican and American scholars. This is, after all, not just an abstract issue 
of fairness, but one in which lives, and the value and dignity given to the opinion 
of a significant segment of the population, are at stake.
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against prevailing public opinion. Public opinion in countries such as Canada, Germany,
France, the United Kingdom, and Australia was in favor of this punishment when its
leaders decided to eliminate it (Hood 2002). In general, public opinion followed the elite’s
opinion, and support for capital punishment decreased after its abolishment. Kelley and
Braithwaite (1990) tested this hypothesis directly and found some support for it. 

In fourth place, an important variable that influenced opinions was support for
statehood. Statehood supporters tended to support capital punishment more and
tended to display weaker opposition to this option than their ideological
counterparts. Given that we controlled for the most important demographic
variables, this means that the relationship between support for statehood and this
issue cannot be explained by another one of the variables used here. The only viable,
although tentative, explanation is a purely ideological one. We posit two possibilities.
One is that supporters of statehood want to strengthen the ties between Puerto Rico
and the United States, and since support for the death penalty is widespread and
strong in that country, they also adopt a position in favor of it. Another is that
supporters of statehood are indeed more conservative and that status preference is a
proxy for social ideology. We want to stress that these are only tentative hypotheses
and that in any case they should serve as a stimulant for further study.

Finally, we want to address two important issues regarding the fairness in judging
death-penalty cases in Puerto Rico. First, given the general opposition to the death
penalty among the different segments of the general public, how fair is it for the federal
government to continue to seek this punishment in Puerto Rico? Federal prosecutors
recently announced that they are going to again seek the death penalty in a new case.
Given the insistence of the U.S. Justice Department in seeking this punishment in
Puerto Rico, it is starting to appear to some observers as if Washington is looking to
gain a conviction and execution in the island’s federal district court. This has been
interpreted by some local court watchers as a way to send a signal to other criminals in
Puerto Rico, especially since the island has been on a wave of violent crime for the past
few years, or as part of an attempt by the Justice Department to reassert itself in
jurisdictions hostile to capital punishment. A hard-won victory in Puerto Rico could
certainly be interpreted as an important symbolic victory for Washington on this issue. 

Given the findings of this study, whose sample matches the geographic area from
which federal jury pools are drawn, the question is: at what cost to the Puerto Rican
people would such a victory come? The death penalty is prohibited explicitly by the
Puerto Rican Constitution. This constitution was not only approved by the Puerto
Rican people, but also ratified by the U.S. Congress and President Truman. More
importantly than what the Constitution states, however, is that opposition to capital
punishment is widespread throughout the different social strata of Puerto Rican

society. In light of this, what would a
federal victory on this issue say to
Puerto Ricans about fairness and
respect for their opinions and
preferences in a democratic nation?

Secondly, the death penalty
punishment is only applicable in Puerto
Rico in federal cases. This raises the
issue of language. All procedures in
federal court are conducted in English,
and juries selected in a possible death
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English 
Proficiency

Support for
Capital Punishment

ENGLISH PROFICIENCY AND
SUPPORT FOR CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Excellent

Good

Regular

Poor

None% DISTION

36.1

30.3

22.8

18.5

28.6

Table 4
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who reported living in a rural or mixed setting.
13 The dependent variable was coded between 0 and 1 to facilitate its interpretation.
The coefficient of each independent variable will mean the average effect of the
“movement” between 0 and 1 that this variable causes on the dependent variable, 
for each increase of one unit in that independent variable.
14 Gerber and Engelhardt-Greer (1996), using bivariate tables, argue that demographics
are a poor predictor of capital punishment in the U.S. See also Ellsworth and Gross (1997).
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N O T E S
1 There are a few studies of the death penalty in Puerto Rico, but they are mainly
historic. See Sued-Badillo (2001). 
2 There was a slight oversampling of English-speaking individuals.
3 Some answered that “it depends” or “did not know” even though those alternatives
were not read.
4 Conceptually, the answer “it depends” entails the possibility of imposing the capital
punishment. This became clear when almost all of the respondents that chose the 
“it depends” alternative in the first question, also chose the pro-death penalty answers in
the follow-up question. In these cases, and for the purposes of analysis, we grouped those
who answered “it depends” with those who supported the death penalty in the first
question. Those with no opinion (7.6 percent of the sample) or who chose “it depends”
in both questions (3.2 percent) were eliminated.
5 Taking into account the entire sample (including those who did not know, did not
answer, or answered “it depends”), the percentage of those who oppose the death penalty
is the same as the 1997 El Nuevo Día newspaper poll: 66 percent.
6 Because research into death penalty attitudes in Puerto Rico is virtually nonexistent,
we will draw heavily upon research conducted in the United States and elsewhere.
7 In the United States, for example, those who were unemployed tend to perceive
criminal injustice more sharply than those from secure financial backgrounds (Hagan and
Albonetti 1982).
8 Puerto Rico was a Spanish colony from 1493 to 1898, when as a result of the Spanish-
American War and the Treaty of Paris, which put an end to the conflict, Puerto Rico was
“ceded” to the United States as a form of compensation. In virtue of the Treaty of Paris
(1898), Puerto Rico became a possession, a territory under the sovereignty of the United
States Congress. The Commonwealth was established in 1952, but did not alter the
territorial condition of the island. Hence, the “status issue.”
9 The education variable was recoded into four groups: High School (without
graduation) or less; High School graduate; Some College or Associate degree; Bachelor
Degree or more. The age variable was recoded into six age groups: 18–25, 26–35, 36–45,
46–55, 56–65, 65 years of age or more. The income variable was recoded into four monthly
income groups: Less than $500; $500-$1,000; $1,000-$2,000; $3,000 or more.
10 For the religion variable, people were asked what was their religious affiliation. 
If they offered “generic” responses, such as “Protestant,” they were probed to be more
specific. Pentecostals were grouped from the following responses: Evangelicals-Mission
Board, Defensores de la Fe, Pentecostal, Segunda Jerusalén, Alpha y Omega, Nonspecific;
Christian-Pentecostal, Non-specific; Pentecostal-Asamblea de Sin, Nazareno, Visión
Misionera, Pueblo Amós, Non-specific; Iglesia de Dios, Bahaí, Iglesia Fuente de Agua
Viva, Protestant-Pentecostal. The dummy variable is constructed to contrast Pentecostals
against everyone else. 
11 The intensity of religious affiliation was measured by a five-point scale of church
attendance. The categories were: never, once in a while, once or twice a month, once a week,
more than once a week. Those with no religious affiliation were included with the first group.
12 This was self-reported. Those that live in a city (urbano) were compared with those
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